SCOTT® MOD™ ELECTRONIC SLIMROLL TOWEL DISPENSER

High capacity electronic towel system designed to fit in tight spaces with a slim profile. No-touch dispensing system helps to minimize the spread of dirt and germs. Unit dispenses a nominal 10 inches of towel when activated by placing hand under the unit. A second sheet will dispense at 10% reduced length when activated within a few seconds of the first dispense. Dispenses one 8” diameter, 580’ hard roll towel. Made of high impact plastic. Housing has cover with translucent sides with an opaque black back, and the option of either opaque white or black center. Other features include a quiet dispensing system, quick load capability, and choice of key-activated spring lock or push button operation. 4 D-Cell batteries included. One dispenser per case.

Suggested minimum height of 12” when installed above a counter.

Suggested mounting height is 48” maximum from the bottom of housing.

When installed properly and used with the corresponding product, this dispenser meets the ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

Product Codes

47196 – Scott® MOD™ Electronic Slimroll, Black, Orange Code
47259 – Scott® MOD™ Electronic Slimroll, White, Orange Code
47260 – Scott® MOD™ Electronic Slimroll, Black, Pink Code
47261 – Scott® MOD™ Electronic Slimroll, White, Pink Code

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, suggested mounting height is the distance from the floor to the bottom of the dispenser.